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Leading the Way
Gottwald Port Technology

Cargo Flows
Cargo flows are a visual indication of
globalisation. Containers with every
conceivable kind of goods traverse
the high seas. Bulk materials circumnavigate the globe to cover human
requirements for coal and grain.
Added to this, there are steel and
project cargoes to support the
expanding investment goods sectors
of emerging economies. Conveyed
across the oceans, they are then
handled at the nodes where many
logistical workflows come together
at international terminals.
Steady Flows of Goods –
Dependable Gottwald
Modern ports and terminals of all
shapes and sizes are the environments in which products bearing the
name Gottwald thrive. High-tech
products enabling the continuous
loading, discharging and transporting
of ships’ cargoes and their storage
and retrieval on land. Providing fast,
efficient cargo handling processes.
To make this happen, Gottwald Port
Technology provides pioneering
infrastructure solutions using highperformance, intelligently-designed,
resource-aware cargo handling equipment and complete systems. The
result is more rapid cargo handling
and greater cost efficiency. Without
this technology, ports and terminals
would come to a standstill.
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A Team of Global Players
Gottwald Port Technology GmbH is
a subsidiary of Demag Cranes AG –
a leading worldwide provider of harbour cranes and terminal automation
technology, industrial cranes, crane
components and related services.
The Group’s leading position in the
international market has been earned
through innovation and technological
leadership coupled with uncompromising excellence in the quality of
its products and services.

With such pioneering products as the Mobile Harbour Crane for all manner of material
handling and Automated Guided Vehicles for automated container transport, Gottwald
has decisively revolutionised cargo handling
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Top Performers
The mass of goods in transit on a
global scale cannot be dealt with
without top performers. For decades,
Gottwald has set visible milestones
in this field, with its diesel-electric
Mobile Harbour Cranes for rapid,
economical loading and discharging
of all kinds of cargoes. With over
1,300 machines of this kind sold
worldwide, the Gottwald brand is the
world market leader in this industry.
The fact that both the sheer size and
performance of Gottwald’s Mobile
Harbour Cranes continues to keep
pace with the size of the vessels is
shown by the latest Generation 5
machines. Thanks to Generation 5,
cargo handling is advancing into
new dimensions. Higher, faster, more
powerful – right up to the largest
diesel-electric Mobile Harbour Cranes
in the world. For professional cargo
handling in all types of terminals and
alongside vessels of all shapes and
sizes right through to super postPanamax. This is a crane generation
which, thanks to a modular design
approach, is tailored specifically to
customers’ requirements in line with
Gottwald’s promise, “You Name It,
We Crane It”.

The Inventor of the
Mobile Harbour Crane
With the invention of the Mobile
Harbour Crane more than 50 years
ago, the company made industrial
history in the field of cargo handling.
Being freely mobile around the terminal, these machines are far superior
to stationary cranes and are both
economical and versatile handling
machines for moving containers,
general cargo, bulk materials and
very heavy project cargoes efficiently
and safely.
Continuously developed and improved
over the years by Gottwald, the Mobile
Harbour Crane has also proved its
worth in such specialist applications
as professional bulk handling. In so
doing, it is encroaching in no uncertain terms on the applications and
markets hitherto dominated by specialpurpose machinery.
The full range of products available
is a broad one. It extends from crane
models for standard requirements
through to extremely high-performance Mobile Harbour Cranes for
continuous-duty work, chiefly in
intensive, high-speed container
and bulk handling.

Gottwald’s Generation 5 Mobile Harbour Cranes are used
to handle not only containers but also every other kind of cargo
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Apart from offering mobility and
unparalleled versatility, Gottwald’s
Mobile Harbour Cranes also have
the advantage of low specific investment costs and short delivery times.
Gottwald Harbour Cranes, like all
other Gottwald machines, use elec
trical drive technology, which means
they use the energy source most
commonly found in ports, and are
unrivalled in terms of their economy
and ecological compatibility.
All these benefits add up to make
these Harbour Cranes the automatic
choice of many terminal operators.
Gottwald Harbour Cranes are
currently in operation in around
300 cargo-handling locations
worldwide. No other brand
of these machines can claim
such a broad customer base
in this field.
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The Technological Leader
Gottwald Port Technology applies
itself diligently to driving product
developments and Harbour Crane
innovations. Thanks to Gottwald’s
innovation and technological leadership, the brand is renowned for products that consistently set new standards. This also applies to individual
crane solutions resulting from close
cooperation and two-way dialogue
with our customers.
Gottwald’s ability to respond to
customer-specific requirements can
be seen particularly well in its Portal
Harbour and Floating Cranes. They
are all powered by diesel-electric
units or are fed from external elec
tricity supplies and all are members
of Generation 5. This is where worldfamous Gottwald Mobile Harbour
Crane technology is applied to railmounted portals and barges, to produce crane types that are especially
designed for professional bulk handling
but can also handle other cargoes.
Portal Harbour Cranes
and Floating Cranes
Rail-mounted Portal Harbour Cranes
enable the quay space beneath the
tailor-made portal to be used effectively. A great advantage especially
on narrow quays. While keeping
the investment costs in the quay
infrastructure and the machines

Gottwald Portal Harbour Cranes
stand for high handling rates –
in large coal terminals, for example
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themselves at a comparatively low
level, Gottwald Portal Harbour Cranes
are easy to integrate in existing and
new bulk terminals.
Gottwald Floating Cranes are mounted
on barges and, in this way, enable
cargo handling without taking up any
valuable quay space. An example is
floating transhipment on rivers and
the open sea. At the same time,
they can supplement land-based
handling equipment from the
water. In both cases, these
machines contribute to
reducing the need for
landside expansions.
Both crane types are in use
mainly for professional bulk
handling, such as coal, and
are a contributing factor in
meeting the world’s increasing
demands for power. They can
be recommended as either
new or replacement investments and as realistic alternatives to purpose-built handling
machinery, which is far more
expensive and has longer
delivery leadtimes.

Integrated in complex
logistics chains, Gottwald
Harbour Cranes support
bulk and other terminals

Among other things, Gottwald Floating
Cranes tranship bulk materials on rivers
and the open sea
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Integrated Systems

With high handling volumes in ports
and terminals, logistic processes are
becoming ever more complex – particularly with container transport and
storage. Here, support is provided by
integrated, automated handling systems. Systems that work effortlessly
together and are interlinked by software. Gottwald meets this need by
providing automated systems for
highly efficient terminal logistics
with integrated software.
Gottwald Port Technology has, for
some years, been setting industrial
standards for others to follow by
installing automated equipment to
increase the performance of container
terminals at transcontinental ports. As
a holistic unit, this equipment creates
a fully-automated, integrated solution
handling containers from quay to
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stackyard to gate. These are turnkey
solutions that further boost the performance of large container terminals.
The Software Developer
Apart from its comprehensive hardware capability, the company has
many years’ experience developing
innovative management and navigation software. So the hardware and
software are from a single source.
This ensures a technological advantage
for this world-class enterprise by developing, manufacturing and supplying
fully-automated container transporters,
fully-automated container stacking
cranes and the software required to
combine them into integrated systems.
Gottwald software can easily be linked
into existing superordinate terminal
operating systems (TOS).

The Planning Expert
As a supplier of integrated systems
with comprehensive experience in
operating automated and non-automated terminals, Gottwald Port
Technology is capable of planning
or optimising entire ports or just an
individual terminal.
Using simulation and emulation tools,
Gottwald is in a position to provide
terminal operators in advance of a
planned investment with realistic
views of materials flows and how
terminal services will work. This is
a key tool to enable customers to
make informed decisions at an early
stage in their planning.

Complex automation projects are not only supported
by Gottwald Port Technology in its capacity as a supplier
of hardware and software, but also as an experienced
planner and consultant

Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV)
are part of an integrated, automated
handling system – Gottwald Lift
AGVs, for example, for decoupling
container transport and container
stacking processes. As a result,
the number of vehicles required is
considerably reduced. This means
benefits in terms of investment
volumes, the efficiency of the
logistic processes and, of
course, the environment.
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The Pacesetter

Fully-automated container handling – the fleet of AGVs is sent instructions by wireless technology

In response to cargo volumes on the
move worldwide, ever larger cargo
vessels and the growing pressure of
costs, the need to automate handling
systems is at the forefront of planners’
minds. The key benefits are improved
productivity, reduced wage and operating costs, enhanced safety and predictable operation which is almost
completely independent of the
weather.
Automated Guided Vehicles
In developing the Automated Guided
Vehicle or AGV, Gottwald Port
Technology has pioneered work
in the field of automated terminal
logistics. The AGV is a high-end
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product for automating horizontal
container movements. It was with
this machine made by Gottwald that
automation first became a reality in
maritime cargo handling.
Technology we simply cannot do
without. Today, entire fleets of these
unmanned, computer controlled vehicles are able to ensure the reliable,
economical transfer of containers
from the quay crane to the stackyard
– fully automated, accurate and fast
service. Guided by transponders and
controlled by Gottwald’s software.
Hundreds of AGVs from different
machine generations have already

been supplied by Gottwald Port
Technology. Gottwald is also the
only supplier in the world able to
supply entire fleets of AGVs and the
dedicated management and navigation software developed in-house.
This is know-how that no other manufacturer in this field can provide.
As it enhances AGV technology,
Gottwald incorporates it continually.
In conjunction with Gottwald’s fullyautomated container stacking cranes,
the AGVs form a seamless, holistic,
automated approach to container
handling.

Gottwald‘s Environmentally
Compatible Technologies
Electrical drive systems from Gottwald
are particularly efficient. Their excellent
energy efficiency means cost effectiveness and environmental friendliness.
The spectrum ranges from the inno
vative hybrid drive consisting of a
diesel generator and energy storage
(ultracaps) for harbour cranes to
high-performance battery drives for
zero exhaust emissions, as used in
the Gottwald Battery AGV.
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The Accelerating Force
There is a need for ever faster goods and cargo handling –
a development that is of particular importance in container
terminals. Terminals of this kind make increased stacking
density, improved locatability and rapid access essential.
Speed and accuracy are the order of the day. With this in
mind, Gottwald manufactures a machine specially designed
for automatically storing and retrieving containers: the
ASC Automated Stacking Crane.
Automated Stacking Cranes
Gottwald’s ASC Automated Stacking Cranes are used
wherever terminal operators need a significant increase
in container stacking density and productivity. High
working speeds guarantee excellent handling rates.
ASCs are specifically engineered for the fully-automated
housekeeping and management of container stacks in
conjunction with quayside and landside container transporters. The ASC can either be integrated seamlessly with
the Gottwald AGV or can also be used efficiently together
with other automated or manually operated container
transport vehicles.
The outstanding technological concept on which this
electric, extremely economical and quiet stacking crane
made by Gottwald is based, emphasises once again the
innovative lead this company enjoys in automation tech
nology for cargo handling equipment.
Each container stack module is serviced by a pair of ASCs
on a common set of rails. Such use of space has a beneficial
effect on land usage – of particular importance to customers
planning capacity expansions. ASCs are ideal solutions both
for green-field container terminal sites and the conversion
of conventional ones.

Particularly economical and
ecologically compatible: the energy
recovered from the ASC’s braking
and work motions is fed back into
the terminal’s power supply
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The Service Provider
Terminal operators have high demands
as regards such economic factors as
working speeds, throughput, oper
ating costs and reliability. Handling
equipment made by Gottwald is
expected to be constantly ready-foroperation. For this reason, Gottwald
Port Technology offers a multitude
of services.
Servicing provides maximum possible
availability and safety. It extends
throughout the entire lifecycle of a
Gottwald machine and accompanies
it from assembly and commissioning
through to maintenance, general
overhaul and retrofitting. At the same
time, servicing helps to maintain the
value of the equipment with a view
to subsequent resale. Gottwald
Harbour Cranes are highly soughtafter machines even when secondhand.

Gottwald Harbour Cranes are to be
found where international logistics
chains intersect. Often, they are
present as entire fleets. Besides
Harbour Crane fleets, this applies
particularly to automated cargohandling equipment working as
integrated systems in complex
terminal arrangements. To this end,
Gottwald offers special-purpose
fleet management.
Gottwald has direct access to a global
network of service centres and representatives within the Demag Cranes
Group. Our regional partners help
to transcend language barriers and
time zones. In this way, our proactive
service staff and seamless spare parts
logistics ensure that cranes are back
in service quickly after any downtime.

Gottwald services are available throughout the lifetime of a Gottwald machine
and provide appropriate state-of-the-art solutions in every phase of the lifetime cycle
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The Premium Manufacturer

The Gottwald brand name stands for
highest-standard products. Key characteristics of these products are their
excellent reliability, low operating
costs and long service lifetimes. For
over a hundred years, the company
has been successfully developing and
manufacturing its product range in
Düsseldorf and, as a consequence, is
committed to Germany as a location
and the high levels of productivity of
its workers.
Extensive investment in the location
continues to boost the production
potential at the plant in DüsseldorfBenrath. It is from here that Gottwald’s
high-tech products are dispatched to
around 100 countries worldwide.
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Advance Order Programme
Contracts between terminal operators
and shipping lines and agreements
for quay concessions are sometimes
finalised more quickly than expected,
making short delivery times for cargohandling equipment necessary. For
this reason, Gottwald has a sophisticated Advance Order Programme for
Harbour Cranes to ensure accelerated
delivery.
State-of-the-Art Processes
To consolidate and expand its international market leader position, the
company makes full use of state-ofthe-art processes and methods. In
this way, Gottwald’s manufacturing
facilities fulfill all the requirements of

production quality standards. The latest
in 3D CAD systems both simplify and
accelerate design and development.
The CAD data are transmitted to the
machine tools to enable computer
aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM).
The consistently high quality of the
products is assured by a certified
QM system which is applied uncompromisingly to all levels of the business.

Responsibílity for our environment
and sustainability begin at
production level at Gottwald

Assembly lines for
superstructures and
chassis for Gottwald
Mobile Harbour Cranes

Assembly lines for Gottwald
Automated Guided Vehicles

The latest in 3D CAD systems
shorten development times
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A Worldwide Brandname
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In addition to port technology, the products and services of the Gottwald brand also cover hinterland logistics

For many decades, the Gottwald
brand name has been providing
impetus in cargo handling and has
achieved a worldwide reputation with
its successful technologies. The success of our customers is inextricably
linked to Gottwald’s products and
services for state-of-the-art terminal
logistics. Increased handling rates
and cost-effectiveness are required.
Competitive solutions and versatile
equipment are in demand to maximise
the benefits to operators of terminals.

High Reorder Levels
Gottwald is a strategic technology
partner in continuous-duty cargo
handling. Proximity to the customer
is paramount. Apart from our innovative technologies, this may well be a
reason for our customers’ brand loyalty
which is reflected in extraordinarily
high reorder levels. Supported by
a global sales & distribution network,
Gottwald Port Technology exports
its high-tech products to around
100 countries worldwide.

Gottwald has the right answers –
state-of-the-art Harbour Cranes and
automated cargo handling machinery
and systems which are consistently
being enhanced. Leading-edge products in terms of their performance,
reliability and productivity. This is
achieved by a constant flow of engineering developments to which the
brand owes its excellent reputation.

A Leading Position Worldwide
Gottwald’s development is characterised by international trade and the
associated cargo handling capacities.
Successful technological innovations
continue to secure its position as a
leader in the international market for
Mobile Harbour Cranes, Portal and
Floating Cranes and automated port
logistics systems. Handling equipment
that brings customers all over the
world competitive advantages.

www.gottwald.com
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